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Promising Practices from the Field

Facilitating Students’ Mathematical Understanding
Through Number Talks
by Sierra Ryan, Teacher—Janet Kahn School of Integrated Arts,
Albuquerque Public Schools

students frustrated and confused as we moved
Mathematics is much more than a list of solutions
to more complex concepts and applications,
or algorithms students need to know to pass a test
or complete an activity. My goal for students is that such as the relationship between addition and
they leave my third-grade classroom knowing that multiplication. Number Talks continued to
come up through discussions with colleagues,
mathematics is about understanding, flexibility,
participation in an Achievement Inspired
and application. I want to see my students
Mathematics for
tackle problems
Scaffolding Student
by analyzing
Success (AIM4S3™)
information,
training, and use
choosing the most
of the Georgia
efficient strategy,
State Standards
explaining their
Mathematics Units.
process, and
I was eager to learn
evaluating its
and to improve the
efficacy. To do this,
way I approached
students must learn
A Number Talk was used to prepare students
teaching mathematics.
to mentally construct
to solve a problem in teams that they then
strategies with fluency
presented for critique to other groups.
Number Talks is a
and precision. Given
5- to 15-minute strategy created by Sherry
these goals, I knew I needed to refine the way
Parrish (2010) to facilitate mathematical
I approached teaching mathematics. I wanted
understanding and help students learn to
to start facilitating learning to help my students
“...reason, make sense and construct
construct and build on their knowledge effectively
and purposefully. Number Talks strategies built upon numerical relationships”
seemed to be the perfect avenue (p. xxiii). The teacher selects a string of
Inside this issue...
to begin that exploration for my related problems ranging from ten frames
Supporting Student Thinking
students and myself.
to multiplication and division to negative
and Learning: Merging Thinking
numbers. The first problem is then displayed
Maps® and Project GLAD® ...
I first encountered Number
and students are instructed to mentally
... Texto Complejo y las
Talks in August 2015 at Janet
solve it. Students are asked to hold up one
estrategias AVID para analizar
Kahn School of Integrated
finger for each strategy they used to solve
textos científicos
Arts (JKSIA), a Title I school
the problem. While students are mentally
in Albuquerque. It was my
computing, the class is quiet and the teacher
... Effective Professional
first year teaching third-grade
observes. In my class, I noticed some
Development for Teachers of
general education, and my
students ticking off numbers on their fingers,
Second Language Learners
class was struggling with
counting on by ones. When most students
... Shifting the Paradigm of
mathematics. Many students
have at least one finger up, the teacher asks
Professional Development and
were relying on procedures of
for and records all volunteered student
Sheltered Instruction
mathematical concepts without
answers without reaction. Next, students
Putting Research into Practice— fully understanding why
share their mental strategies as the teacher
Planning and Implementing
they worked and what to do
records them verbatim. The teacher then
Project GLAD®
when presented with novel or
summarizes what the student said.
complex problems. This left the
—continued on page 10—
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Supporting Student Thinking and Learning —
Merging Thinking Maps® and Project GLAD® for a Powerful Union
by Kathleen Salgado, PD Coordinator—Dual Language Education of New Mexico
There is something about these maps that makes
them different, powerful, and I can’t get them out
of my head—my mind thinks in Thinking Maps®!
Somewhere along the way, my brain began to form
patterns around eight graphics. Unconsciously, my
brain continuously interprets information, seeks out
the pattern, and creates a Thinking Map in my mind.
It happens everywhere and at any time. While I read
an article about the pledged promises of presidential
candidates—Multi-Flow Map. While I create a
timeline for an upcoming work project—Flow Map.
While I stand in line at the coffee shop deciding
which drink to purchase—Double Bubble Map.
Thinking Maps® are more than graphic organizers;
they are road maps to processing skills and higherorder thinking. If my adult brain repatterned itself in
this way, imagine the power Thinking Maps® hold for
our students’ developing brains.
Thinking Maps® are a set of eight visual patterns, with
each representing a thinking process. These include
the Circle Map (defining), Bubble Map (describing),
Double Bubble Map (comparing and contrasting),
Flow Map (sequencing), Tree Map (categorizing),
Multi-Flow Map (evaluating cause and effect), Brace
Map (examining part-to-whole relationships), and
Bridge Map (finding analogous relationships). These
thought processes are engaged in every content area
in school, and we utilize them in our daily lives. In the
classroom, they can be used in every subject in any
grade. I relied on Thinking Maps® throughout my
own master’s program. I will add that professors
and peers, impressed by my visual representations
of dense content, often sought me out to learn
how to make such wonderful visual supports.

professional development training for OCDE Project
GLAD® (Guided Language Acquisition Design),
an instructional framework that fosters academic
language and literacy while making grade-level content
accessible to students. Excited and deeply impressed
by what they learned, a grass-roots movement began
at our school—we all wanted to be Project GLAD®
teachers! From that moment on, our school became a
Thinking Maps® and Project GLAD® school. Having
implemented Thinking Maps® for a few years, I
immediately saw the connections between them and
the Project GLAD® strategies. They are both highly
effective stand-alone protocols; but for me, merging
them in my daily instruction amplified their benefits
to the students and to me, as teacher. The two formed a
powerful union in my classroom.
Using Thinking Maps® as Project GLAD® Visuals

The merger of the two models grew in complexity as
my students and I worked with both Thinking Maps®
and Project GLAD® in our classroom. My first step was
the obvious—simply using Thinking Maps® as Project
GLAD® visuals, such as the following:
v Using a Circle Map to define the social skill in the
T-Graph for Social Skills,
v Using a Tree Map for categorizing key facts during the
Input component and Reading and Writing, or
v Using a Flow Map as the format for sequencing the
events of a story on a Story Map.

I was first introduced to Thinking Maps® in 2008,
when the staff at my school was ready to try
something new to improve student learning. I
immediately saw the shifts of learning with my
students and decided that I wanted to go deeper
with Thinking Maps®; this led me to commit to
the professional development required to become
a Thinking Maps® trainer.
Over the course of our school’s Thinking Maps®
implementation, a few colleagues attended a
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Thinking Maps® as
Team Tasks and Response to Text

The power of Thinking Maps® really became apparent
when I moved into student production of the maps
during Team Tasks, a Project GLAD® strategy. A
common concern for teachers is that independent
group tasks are often not rigorous enough. We want
to engage our students in higher-order thinking tasks,
but still provide them unguided practice in a low-risk
environment—all
while allowing
time for the teacher
to work with
individuals or small
groups. I found that
Thinking Maps®
themselves lower
students’ affective
filter, so they can
engage in deeper
thought using a less
intimidating format.

required to research information, complete several
portfolio tasks, and produce a final product that
represented their knowledge of the animal studied.
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As with Project GLAD® strategies, Thinking
Maps® themselves are not intended to be a final
product; instead, the maps help students decipher
new information to produce a final product which
displays their learning—supporting the move from
team practice of skills and language to individual
portfolio work. As
our classroom use
of Thinking Maps®
developed, I saw
students expanding
from the typical
Thinking Map
template to using
maps within maps
and eventually
merging them to
create their own
meaning and
representation.
One of the most
Thinking Maps®
successful Team
became their
Tasks we’ve tried is
language of learning
combining readers’
Sample Team Task: Response to Text
as
they gathered
response journaling
research, worked on portfolio tasks, and finally
with Project GLAD®’s Narrative Input Chart and
Thinking Maps®’ Response to Text program. During the produced a variety of Personal Explorations, such as
Project GLAD® unit Cultures and Communities, we read writing their own myths, ABC books, and Big Books.
several myths from various cultures. I used the Narrative It was wonderful to see students so engaged and to
observe them being successful, independent learners.
Input Chart to present the story and then moved to
Team Tasks. To support the Common Core State
Thinking Maps® with
Standards we were targeting, each team was given a copy
Reading
and Writing Strategies
of the narrative text and then analyzed the text using a
Bubble Map and a Multi-Flow Map (see sample on this Project GLAD® strategies are designed to scaffold
students’ academic language, including reading and
page). This pushed students to examine both character
development through point of view and cause and effect. writing. With the structure of the Project GLAD®
Expert Groups, students are able to make sense of new
textual information, determine important key details,
Thinking Maps® with
and categorize information into topics. The Thinking
Personal Explorations and Portfolios
Maps® writing program, Write from the Beginning ...
Project GLAD® always utilizes the concept of gradual
release of responsibility, with the goal of students being and Beyond, serves as an additional tool for students
to become independent writers. Students use the
able to apply their skills to obtain knowledge of new
knowledge gained from their research and compile
topics or new situations. Transitioning from Team
Tasks and Explorations into Personal Explorations
that into structured informational or narrative writing.
and Portfolios of their own research provides the
opportunity students need to become more independent During the Animal Adaptations unit, students
learners. At the end of Animal Adaptations, a Project
took their own research to independently write
GLAD® science unit, my students selected an animal
informational text about their animal. First, they used
to investigate as a Personal Exploration. They were
—continued on page 11—
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Como los estudiantes del noveno grado usan el texto complejo
y las estrategias AVID para analizar textos científicos

4

por Sara Reynolds, Instructora—Atrisco Heritage Academy, Escuelas públicas de Albuquerque
Soy Sara Reynolds, instructora en el programa
página derecha la asigno para escribir el vocabulario
bilingüe de ciencias biológicas para el noveno grado de la lección a estudiar. De este modo los estudiantes
en la preparatoria Atrisco Heritage Academy. Mi
están preparados para realizar la lectura de la
principal meta es ayudar a los estudiantes del noveno lección conociendo el título, el vocabulario y lo más
grado a leer textos científicos
importante de la lección con
y aumentar su nivel en la
las preguntas esenciales.
comprensión de lectura para el
décimo grado.
Una vez que los estudiantes
preparan el formato para
Las estrategias que utilicé
los apuntes de tipo Cornell
durante el año escolar fueron
(Figura 1); la primera
basadas en el sistema AVID
estrategia que utilizo es
(Advancement Via Individual
la de marcar el texto. Esta
Determination) que la escuela
estrategia consiste en dar a
de Atrisco Heritage Academy
los estudiantes textos sobre
utiliza. También utilicé una
el tema a estudiar en clase.
modificación de las estrategias
Primero, leemos rápidamente
desarrolladas por Lily Wong
el texto y enumeramos
Fillmore para ayudarles a los
Fotografía 1: Presentación de la replicación los párrafos en el mismo.
del ADN y la síntesis de proteínas como
estudiantes a mejor entender el
Durante el primer mes de
repaso para el examen final
texto complejo científico.
clases esta parte la hacemos
Una parte esencial en AVID es crear un modelo
en voz alta para identificar a los estudiantes que
Cornell para tomar apuntes. En este modelo, se
tienen fluencia, consistencia y buen volumen en la
proporciona a los estudiantes el título del tema a
lectura. Una vez que se termina de leer, los estudiantes
estudiar seguido de la(s) pregunta(s) esencial(es).
tienen tres minutos para enumerar los párrafos en el
Después, los estudiantes dividen su cuaderno de
—continúa en la página 5—
apuntes en las hojas del lado derecho y hojas del lado
izquierdo. En las hojas del lado derecho los estudiantes
tomarán apuntes del material presentado. En las hojas
del lado izquierdo los estudiantes representarán lo más
importante que aprendieron de los apuntes tomados
del lado derecho.

Las hojas del lado derecho serán divididas de la
siguiente forma: la parte superior es para el título
y los siguientes renglones serán para las preguntas
esenciales. Los estudiantes dividen la hoja dejando
del lado izquierdo un margen de 7 cm de ancho a
partir del espiral, el cual se interrumpirá con una línea
horizontal a lo ancho del cuaderno. La parte superior
a la línea horizontal será el limite del área para tomar
apuntes sobre la lectura que se presentará más tarde.
Aquí, los estudiantes escribirán el resumen de los
apuntes respondiendo a las preguntas esenciales. La
porción de la página donde los estudiantes dejaron
el margen de 7 cm es utilizado para crear preguntas
relacionadas a los apuntes tomados, al igual que los
objetivos de la lección. En la porción restante de la
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Figura 1: Apuntes Cornell—Apuntes siempre van
en las hojas del lado derecho del cuaderno.

texto y dos minutos más para comparar el número
de párrafos con sus compañeros.
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Trabajando en pares, los estudiantes vuelven a leer el
texto encerrando en círculos los sustantivos propios
y subrayando las definiciones de los sustantivos;
luego, comparan los resultados con todo el grupo. Por
ejemplo, en la lectura Respiración celular, las primeras
oraciones son estas: El alimento es una fuente de
energía para las células. Una cantidad importante
de energía esta almacenada en los alimentos. Los
estudiantes identificarán – el alimento – como el
sustantivo, o el sujeto de la oración y lo encierran
en círculo. También, identificarán y subrayarán a
la frase – es una fuente de energía para las células –
como el predicado de la oración y una definición
del papel que toma el alimento en la vida de las
células. En esta sección es donde se practica el texto
complejo, debatiendo el significado del vocabulario y
concordando la información presentada. Ya que los
estudiantes deben identificar las oraciones completas
y sus estructuras, logran analizar el contenido del
Figura 2: Vocabulario Interactivo—Vocabularios van
texto y relacionan esa información a las preguntas
después de los apuntes usando el lado izquierdo y
esenciales que notaron en sus apuntes Cornell. Esto
derecho del cuaderno.
ayuda a los estudiantes a identificar con mas facilidad
los principales puntos en la lectura. Es importante
en el libro de biología o en las computadoras usando
hacer los dos primeros párrafos con los estudiantes
“Discovery Education”.
como modelo y luego dejarlos hacer el resto en parejas.
Siempre, en todas mis lecciones, las actividades están
Una vez que los puntos mas importantes y
cronometradas por lo que soy consistente con el tiempo definiciones de la lectura fueron encontradas, los
dado para cada actividad. Esto ayuda a evitar las
estudiantes toman sus apuntes Cornell. Se les da
distracciones y al mismo tiempo ayuda a identificar a
unos diez a veinte minutos para pasar los apuntes (el
los estudiantes con mayor entendimiento en la lectura.
tiempo se va reduciendo con la practica). Al principio,
es importante ayudar a crear preguntas relacionadas
Ya que el tiempo para marcar el texto ha corrido,
con los apuntes tomados y, en muchos casos, de las
comienzo a preguntar, en un lapso de 10 minutos,
preguntas que les pongo mientras aclaramos la lectura.
los puntos más importantes de la lectura. Los
Esta actividad solo es hecha en clase durante la primer
estudiantes tienen que explicar sus respuestas con
semana de clases; luego es parte de la tarea diaria.
sus propias palabras y darme en qué párrafo fue
encontrada cada respuesta . Esta actividad es lenta al
El siguiente paso en nuestras actividades diarias es
principio del año escolar, pero siendo pacientes y no
crear fichas de estudio para el vocabulario visto en
dándoles las respuestas ayuda a crear un ambiente de
la lección. Se les proporciona un formato para el
interdependencia entre los estudiantes. Ellos usan las
vocabulario el cual es de tarea. En este formato los
oportunidades del trabajo en pares para ayudarse, el
estudiantes repasan el vocabulario dado en clase.
uno con el otro, a hacer las conexiones entre la lectura
Escriben la palabra del vocabulario, la definición con
y el título y preguntas esenciales de la lección. También, sus propias palabras, una oración utilizando la palabra
aprenden a usar al instructor para aclarar dudas y no
del vocabulario, la palabra en inglés y un dibujo
para dar respuestas. Esta actividad toma fácilmente una representativo de la palabra. (Ver un ejemplo en la
hora en el primer mes de clases. Pero, van aprendiendo, Figura 2.) Esto lo hacemos juntos solo las primeras
y en pocos meses—¡toma menos tiempo! Después de
dos semanas de clase, luego es de tarea.
las dos primeras semanas de clase hacemos las lecturas
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—continúa en la página 14—
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Understanding Effective Professional Development
for Teachers of Second Language Learners
by Edward Tabet-Cubero, Executive Director—New Mexico Center on Law and Poverty
former Associate Director—Dual Language Education of New Mexico
The educators at DLeNM have long considered teacher A related study identified the variable impact of sources
teachers have to develop such expertise, outlined in the
development as the most effective way to support
student outcomes. In order to positively impact second chart below:
language learners, we focus our expertise on quality
professional development for their teachers and school
administrators. Through conversation and research,
several key points have emerged that guide our work
with schools and districts in developing high quality
dual language education.
Effective Professional Development in General—
What the Research Says

Focus Professional Development on Classroom Teachers
Of all of the possible areas in which to invest
education funding, the research is clear that the most
important malleable variable in improving student
outcomes is the classroom teacher, as evidenced by
the chart below:

This research demonstrates that the most influential
malleable factor in student learning is the teacher,
and the teacher’s most influential source to develop
expertise is professional development. The question lies
in where to focus professional development, as well as
how to monitor whether or not it is impacting change
in teacher practices.
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High Leverage Professional Development Components:
According to Calnin and Lawless’ synthesis of the
research (2008), effective professional development is
most effective when it is characterized by the following:

6

The research of John Hattie (2003) clearly shows
that developing “expert” teachers is of far more
instructional value than teachers’ years of experience.
According to Hattie, students who are taught by
expert teachers “... appear to exhibit an understanding
of the concepts targeted in instruction that is more
integrated, more coherent, and at a higher level of
abstraction than the understanding achieved by other
students [with non-expert, experienced teachers]”
(p. 14). Hattie identified five major dimensions of
expert teachers—teachers who can: (1) identify
essential representations of their subject, (2) guide
learning through classroom interactions, (3) monitor
learning and provide feedback, (4) attend to affective
attributes, and (5) influence student outcomes.

• focused on improving and building teacher skills for
classroom practice,
• mediated through a learning community,
• led by a skilled and knowledgeable leader,
• focused on the everyday work of classroom teachers,
• focused on the everyday practices of classroom teachers,
• data-informed and evidence-based, and

• located in the everyday work of teachers (job embedded).

Additionally, for instructional practices to take hold,
the professional development must include in-class
modeling and follow-up coaching. Linda DarlingHammond (2010) asserts, “Although intensive, focused
professional development of this kind is sometimes
available in the United States, national data show that it
is still rare. Although most teachers participate in some
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kind of professional development each year, few have
the chance to study any aspect of teaching for more
than a day or two.” Darling-Hammond continues:
... most of this professional development does not meet
the threshold needed to produce strong effects on teaching
practice or student learning. A summary of experimental
research found that short-term professional development
experiences of 14 hours or less appear to have no effect
on teachers’ effectiveness, while a variety of well-designed
content-specific learning opportunities averaging about 49
hours over a 6- to 12-month period of time were associated
with sizable gains: students of participating teachers gained
about 21 percentile points more than other students on the
achievement tests used to evaluate student learning (p. 204).

In Instructional Rounds in Education (2010), Elizabeth
City et al. contend that the focus of improvement
efforts should be on what they term the “instructional
core,” which is the convergence and interaction of
student–teacher–content. Within the Instructional
Rounds framework, the activity of the instructional
core is most effectively monitored and refined through
teams of educators observing classroom instruction
together. This process brings together the effective
professional development elements described above in
a context that includes 60% of the sources of influence
on teachers’ professional practice: student, colleagues,
leader, curriculum, and professional development.

A Developing Framework:
Shifting the Paradigm of Professional
Development and Sheltered Instruction
by Victoria Tafoya, Director of Operations—
Dual Language Education of New Mexico

One of the aims of Dual Language Education of
New Mexico is to disseminate information about
best practices in schools to support culturally and
linguistically diverse students. For our regular
readers, you may recall the Fall 2014 issue of
Soleado when the notion of sheltered instruction
was revisited. A series of practical follow-up articles
followed in 2015, allowing us as educators to think a
bit deeper about the concept of sheltered instruction.

Promising practices...

—continued from page 6—

We know schools around the country are challenged
in meeting the individual needs of children. Schools
are seeking strategies that will transform their
schools. But how do the strategies fit into the overall
structure of a school system? We can agree that with
every change effort, any significant project needs
to be part of a coherent, well-planned approach
to teaching and learning. We should aim for a
school system that is a learning organization where
effective daily instructional practice is desired and a
collaborative community is apparent.

In the offices of Dual Language Education of New
Mexico, professional conversations continue about
the eight components of sheltered instruction
being key to learning in a second language. Up to
All of the above features are key to the success of
now, our focus has been on individual teachers
professional development initiatives in general.
and classrooms. While we have always believed the
However, there is also specific content that must be
eight components should be woven into everything
addressed for teachers of second language learners.
Effective professional development for teachers of English we do in the classroom, we have inherently known
that to have the most impact, they should be part of
learners (ELs) should address the following components.
something much larger within a school community.
1. Focus on language—Every lesson provides an
Hence, we are working to create a professional
opportunity and a need to teach students the academic
development framework in which the eight
language skills (beyond vocabulary lists) that they need components and a series of training modules are
in order to (1) comprehend content lessons and (2)
integrated to support a schoolwide and systemwide
communicate (speaking/writing) what they know and
process of school improvement.
are able to do. This focus on language should include
Distinct Features of Effective Professional
Development for Teachers of ELs

2. Plan for peer interaction—Language learning is an
interactive process. Therefore, teachers must be adept at
setting up instructional structures that facilitate student
use of the target language, risk taking, negotiation of
meaning, etc.

The systemic framework with associated modules
is an approach to teaching and learning within the
context of a school system. In fact, we are taking
what we have learned about effective schools research
conducted over the past 20 years and coalescing the
eight components with the correlates of effective
schools, all while aligning to the Guiding Principles

—continued on page 12—
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listening, speaking, reading, and writing, as well as
language structures, functions, semantics, etc. (Snow
and Wong-Fillmore, 2002).

—continued on page 13—
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Putting Research into Practice—
First Steps in Planning and Implementing Project GLAD®
Promising practices...

by Scott Mills, Dual Language Teacher—Alexandria City Public Schools, Virginia
One of the most difficult challenges I faced as a
third-year teacher was the task of synthesizing and
applying new information gained from professional
development to my classroom practice—bridging
the gap between research and implementation. This
article is a reflection of how I applied and adapted
OCDE Project GLAD® (Guided Language Acquisition
Design) to directly impact student learning in my
fifth-grade dual language classroom.
After a week of Tier 1 Project GLAD® training, I
immediately decided to try out several strategies with
my students in Alexandria, Virginia. I teach English
Language Arts and Social Studies content in English
and my colleague teaches Math and Science content
in Spanish and Spanish Language Arts. With so many
strategies outlined in the training, how did I choose?
My school works under an instructional model
of gradual release of responsibility. To be honest,
missing from my teaching competencies was the
quality modeling and teacher-directed instruction
that allow students to take on independent
responsibilities. Given this, I chose a few strategies
from Project GLAD® that best fit with teacherdirected modeling and instruction.
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I knew my students needed to be explicitly taught
reading skills, but I wasn’t quite sure, until Project
GLAD®, how to develop and implement this
instruction. For example, drawing an anchor chart
and coloring it to make it visually appealing is quite
different from developing and presenting a Pictorial
Input Chart or leading a class in adding information
to a Process Grid. It was the theoretical foundation
and steps for implementation that helped me outline
a purpose and motivation for making these charts.

8

Project GLAD® trainers reinforce the idea that the
charts presented during the Input component serve as
models for the students to learn content, be introduced
to the language associated with that content, and
have the opportunity to practice that language. Input
demonstrates how to intentionally use consistent
language, visuals, realia (real items), and gestures to
support understanding (Echevarría & Short, 2010).
When the focus shifts to Team Tasks, students practice
completing content-related tasks with their teammates.
In this way, they are primed for confidence and success
when asked to complete individual work. Project

GLAD® strategies also made it easier to break the
content standard into manageable parts, giving students
a solid foundation from which to build their skills.
I chose three Project GLAD® strategies to connect
to the Virginia Standards of Learning 5.5c, which
states: “Students will describe the development of plot
and explain the resolution of conflict.” The Virginia
Department of Education curriculum framework was
my starting point for developing exactly what I would
teach. What do students need to know in order to be
able to describe plot and explain resolution of conflict?
The curriculum framework outlines the essential
knowledge, skills, and processes for this standard:

◉ understand that the main character has a conflict that
usually gets resolved,
◉ identify the conflict or problem of the plot,
◉ understand that plot is developed through a series of
events, and
◉ identify the events in sequence that lead to resolution
of the conflict.

After researching several plot diagrams available on the
Internet and the questions students are asked on state
tests, I realized a few things:

◉ The plot diagram is a good starting point because it

basically has five categories: exposition, rising action,
climax, falling action and resolution. These categories
can be presented in the same way that “habitat, diet,
location, reproduction, and classification” can be added
to a science-based chart for a unit on living organisms.
◉ The definitions for each category on the Internet don’t
match the language suggested by the state of Virginia
and need to be revised to match.
◉ There are standards that can be reinforced while
teaching the plot diagram: figurative language, context
clues, and inference about characters and setting.

The three strategies I determined would best match
my needs for direct instruction and addressing the
state standards were a hybrid Graphic Organizer/
Pictorial Input Chart, a Process Grid for comparing
and contrasting stories, and the Team Tasks (I adapted
this to fit my whole group and small group instruction).
I also chose a new word from the graphic organizer to
use as a transition word each day.
The first strategy was a Graphic Organizer/Pictorial
Input Chart hybrid. I used the five words from the
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—continued from page 8—

plot diagram as categories: Exposition, Rising Action,
Climax, Falling Action, and Resolution. The exposition
had its own key words: characters and setting. Rising
action is a series of events that present the main
conflict. In our state standards, the word “conflict” is
crucial for students to know and be able to locate in a
text. Climax is sometimes defined as the most exciting
part of the story, but really, shouldn’t every part of the
story be exciting or compelling? I redefined climax for
my students as the part in the story where the main
character has a change in attitude or emotions in
order to resolve the conflict. The falling action is when
the character(s) works to solve the conflict, and the
resolution is the end of the story after the conflict has
been resolved.

Process Grid

The final strategy I used was the Team Task, which I
adapted to fit our needs. I used texts from previously
released state tests and reformatted them with blank

the story say
or think about
them.”

—continued on page 15—
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boxes underneath for the purposes of annotating and
chunking text. We discussed these questions: “What
is a narrative text? What is the author’s purpose?
What should we look for when reading
a narrative text?” I then modeled how
to annotate, with arrows, key words,
I used a concrete
and sketches, the same five parts that
example of Finding
students should look for when reading
Nemo with pictures
the text. Students read their own
from the movie as
passages once for flow and then went
visual inputs. After
back and annotated appropriately. They
going through the
had an evaluation rubric to assess their
color-coded direct
work and met as teams to discuss what
instruction of each
they recorded. This evaluation is high
category on the
on Bloom’s taxonomy, so heterogeneous
graphic organizer,
grouping was important. Having teams
I asked students
with mixed reading proficiency levels
to do pair-shares
allows students who might not normally
to review each
Graphic Organizer/Pictorial Input Chart Hybrid
interact with grade-level text to do so
category. Then,
in a peer-supported environment.
I used the Finding Nemo pictures and told the story
while adding the pictures to the correct categories,
After the basic plot development week got underway,
again having students reflect and talk to each other
I realized that I could use yet another input chart
after posting the images. After this, I used the Tiered
to go deeper
Question grid to pull a small group of English learner
into character
(EL) students and had them point out the parts on the
development. Our
chart. This, combined with the transition words, helped
state standards
them retain the information they needed.
note that
characters “... are
The second strategy was to take the information from
developed by
Finding Nemo and chart it on a Process Grid. The color
◉ what is
coding helped to reinforce each part of the Graphic
directly stated
Organizer and set up the reading of each narrative story
in the text,
nicely. Some students were able to compare and contrast
◉
their speech
characters from different stories and then develop their
and actions,
own narrative writing using the five parts of the plot
and
diagram as a guide. Others simply pointed to the correct
◉ what other
categories or details labeled on the chart.
characters in

Sample Team Task

9
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—continued from page 1—

At an AIM4S3™ training, I discovered how Number
Talks could support my goal of facilitating student
understanding. In the AIM4S3™ framework, one
of the five Key Instructional Principles is Teacher
Mechanics and Delivery. I planned my first unit
utilizing the Key Instructional Principles, and I
prepared my compendium including the Common
Core State Standards for Mathematics (CCSSM) and
the Standards for Mathematical Practice (SMP). As I
worked, I realized the SMPs were integral to my goals
and directly connected to Number Talks. By verbally
sharing their strategies,
students must be able
to construct a valid
argument of their
process and solution
and to attend to
precision in not only
their computation,
but also their
explanation—two of
the SMPs.

making tens and finding friendly numbers, doubles
and near doubles, among others. My students quickly
learned to correct me when I mis-recorded one of
their strategies and laughed along with me when I
accidentally said the answer before they did. As we
practiced, some students became confident and eager
to share their strategies, challenging themselves to
find many different strategies. While other students
were more reluctant to share publicly, they listened
and watched attentively as their peers talked, repeated,
fixed, and reworked their strategies. Soon, even the
most reluctant students were shyly holding up at least
one finger to show
that they had solved
the problem.

Due to the need
for continued
intervention, I worked
on differentiated
number talks
during Response to
Intervention (RtI)
time. In the small
The following
groups, we used dot
Sample End-of-Year Number Talk Solutions
semester, I sat in on a
cards and ten frames
demonstration in Erin Mayer’s classroom at JKSIA.
to work on subitizing, addition strategies, and number
I was encouraged to see her students making sense
relationships. The students were more open to sharing
of the presented problems, constructing strategies,
their strategies and began to see patterns in the strings
explaining their thinking, and collaboratively
of problems that helped to build their understanding.
building and critiquing each other’s thinking. In
March 2016, Lisa Meyer of DLeNM came to our
As our class continued to work, I saw students
school to work with us on Number Talks. As a grade- starting to use numbers as flexible entities they
level team, we talked with Lisa about what had been
could manipulate rather than a sequence of steps.
successful and the questions we had. I continued to
My students were becoming more fluent with their
refine my practice and welcomed Lisa to my room to facts and beginning to see patterns and relationships.
watch my delivery and give me feedback.
After noticing my students’ growth and engagement
in mathematics, I wanted to know how their
When I started Number Talks with my class, I chose understanding and application were changing—if at all.
to start with second-grade problems, as most of
I was excited and pleased to see that they were!
my students were not proficient. When I presented
the question 14 + 15 = ?, 23 students relied on the
As our school year came to a close, 100% of the students
standard algorithm of “stacking” the numbers and
got the same answer to a Number Talk problem the first
adding from the right to left to get their answer—
time. We were working on breaking numbers into their
some inaccurately. However, most of my students
place value in order to find a solution. The first problem
were unable to explain why their strategy worked
in the set was 28 + 11 = ?. Most of the students had one
and if their answers were accurate. I realized that
finger up quickly, signaling one solution to the problem.
we needed to work on building understanding,
Within minutes, they all had at least one strategy. One
flexibility, number relationships, and patterns.
student volunteered the sum 39, and I saw every other
student signal their agreement. We cheered and began
The first few weeks were a great learning experience
talking through our strategies.
for us all. We worked through talks dealing with
—continued on page 11—
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In the group, 19 students solved the problem by
partitioning the numbers in to their tens and ones
values (20 and 8; 10 and 1). Next, students took 2
tens plus 1 ten to get 3 tens (30), then took 8 ones
plus 1 one to get 9 ones. They then had the number
composed of 3 tens and 9 ones equaling 39. Nine of
those students had a second strategy, taking 11 and
partitioning it into 1 ten and 1 one. They kept 28
and added 1 ten, understanding that they were not
affecting the ones value. They added the 2 tens and
1 ten to get 3 tens with the 8 ones remaining. They
then took the remaining 1 one and added it to the
38. As 1 more than 8 is 9, students had 3 tens and 9
ones equaling 39. Four students used the standard
algorithm to solve the problem. Two of the four were
able to verbally explain their understanding of the
algorithm to a partner while the other two were not.
We pressed on and continued our work with numbers
and mathematical understanding. Feeling proud and
exhilarated, I watched as my students became more
confident and comfortable discussing and working

through problems by reasoning abstractly and
looking for patterns and similarities.
My first year teaching third grade was an invaluable
learning experience. Number Talks had a huge
impact on my teaching, as well as on my students’
mathematical understanding and practice.
Students benefited from engaging in a purposeful
conversation about strategies and understanding,
challenging themselves to be efficient, accurate, and
articulate—as well as gaining a reserve of strategies.
I thoroughly enjoyed the in-depth discussions about
numbers with the students, and I was always happy
to see that some of the strategies students employed
had never occurred to me at all! While all of my
students will not be proficient as they enter fourth
grade, I know that they will continue to build on
their understanding, flexibility, and application to
be life-long learners.

Promising practices...

—continued from page 10—

Reference
Parrish, S. (2010). Number talks: Helping children build
mental math and computation strategies, grades K-5.
Sausalito, CA: Math Solutions.

—continued from page 3—

a combination of a Tree Map
and Flow Map to organize their
writing. Then each student read
his or her map to a partner.
Partners asked questions and
critiqued each other’s map to
help peers revise their thoughts
and structure. Finally, students
used the map as a guide to
write a draft that could extend
to a published piece.
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It has been pure pleasure to
see the results of this union—
Informational Text—Thinking Map and Written Draft
Project GLAD® and Thinking
Maps®. As a teacher, my biggest take away has
Thinking Maps® is a registered trademark of
been that students need various forms of strategies
Thinking Maps, Inc. The Thinking Maps® common visual
language is implemented on a whole school basis following
and tools to support learning, metacognition, and
authorized training from Thinking Maps, Inc. For more
autonomy. Thinking Maps® pattern the brain to
information, please visit www.thinkingmaps.com.
organize and visualize information. Project GLAD®
The Orange County Department of Education (OCDE) holds
strategies give students access to grade-level
full license to Project GLAD® and Project GLAD™. For more
content and encourage them to discuss, investigate,
information about OCDE Project GLAD®, please visit
and process. While each model is highly beneficial,
http://www.ocde.us/projectglad.
I find that using them together in an informed
Kathleen Salgado, a former classroom teacher and certified
and intentional way enhances the tools, support,
trainer of both Thinking Maps® and Project GLAD®,
and opportunities that students need to become
can be reached at kathleen@dlenm.org.
successful, independent learners.
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—continued from page 7—

3. Support meaning with realia—Key to second language
learners’ comprehension is the use of language in
authentic contexts. Providing real objects for students
to interact with in order to support meaning can create
the authentic context necessary to comprehend as well
as use language appropriately.
4. Activate prior knowledge and/or create shared
knowledge—Although the research is clear that tapping
students’ prior knowledge when introducing a concept
is beneficial to all students, it is essential for students
learning content in their second language. In order
for ELs to comprehend not only the concept but
the language of instruction, teachers must connect
new learning to their prior knowledge, and those
connections must be culturally relevant in order for
the students to benefit from them (Echevarría, Vogt,
& Short, 2004).
5. Make text accessible—In order for second language
learners to comprehend and utilize text, teachers
must make a variety of modifications. Planning these
modifications requires an understanding of text
complexity, second language acquisition, and the
language proficiency levels of their students.
6. Develop student learning strategies—While it takes a
minimum of 5-7 years to gain academic proficiency
in a second language, ELs do not have the luxury of
waiting to learn academic content until they have
mastered English. Therefore, it is critical that teachers
provide ELs direct/explicit instruction in strategies to
comprehend and communicate effectively while they
are acquiring English (Chamot & O’Malley, 1994).

Soleado—Fall 2016

7. Bridge the two languages—Second language learners
bring with them a breadth of background knowledge
and conceptual understanding … in their native
language. It is essential that teachers of ELs identify and
build upon their linguistic assets, helping them develop
strategies to bridge what they know in one language to
the other language (Beeman & Urow, 2012).
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8. Affirm identity—ELs face many challenges in U.S.
schools, including being viewed from a deficit
perspective. Paramount to their academic success is a
strong sense of identity built upon their linguistic and
cultural assets (Nieto, 1996). Teachers play a key role
in affirming students’ positive identity development.

The commonly adhered to adage “good teaching is
good teaching” does not ring true for the teaching of
English learners. If that were the case, linguistically
and culturally diverse students would not be suffering
from such a tremendous gap in achievement with
their native-English-speaking peers. The same holds

true for professional development practices. There are
specific elements of effective professional development
that are generalizable, but in the case of teachers of
English learners, there are very specific skills related
to language and culture that must be the area of focus.
With the framework currently under development
and introduced on page 7, Dual Language Education
of New Mexico seeks to address these dual needs for
teachers of English learners, in the context of strong
and effective school communities.
Reference list
Beeman, K., & Urow, C. (2012). Teaching for biliteracy:
Strengthening bridges between languages. Philadelphia, PA:
Caslon Publishing.
Calnin, G., & Lawless, E. (2008). Planning Strategically for
Professional Development. IBAP Conference, Beijing.
http://www.ibo.org/ibap/conference/documents/
GerardCalninandEdLawless-ProfessionalDevelopment.pdf
Chamot, A. & O’Malley, M. (1993). The CALLA handbook:
Implementing the cognitive academic language learning
approach. Boston, MA: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.
City, E. A., Elmore, R. F., Fiarman, S. E., & Teitel, L.(2010).
Instructional Rounds in Education: A Network Approach to
Improving Teaching and Learning. Harvard Education Press.
Echevarría, J., Vogt, M. E., & Short, D. (2004). Making content
comprehensible for English learners: The SIOP model (2nd
Ed.). Boston: Allyn and Bacon.
Hattie, J. (2003, October). Teachers make a difference: What
is the research evidence? Paper presented at the Australian
Council for Educational Research Annual Conference on
Building Teacher Quality, Melbourne.
Hattie, J. (2009). Visible Learning: A synthesis of over 800 metaanalyses relating to achievement. New York: Routledge.
Kriteman, R. & Tabet-Cubero, E. (2014). Sheltered Instruction
Revisited: Ensuring Access to Language, Content, and
Community. Soleado—Promising Practices From the Field,
7(1).
Nieto, S. (1996). Affirming diversity: The sociopolitical context
of multicultural education (2nd Ed.). White Plains, NY:
Longman Publishers, USA.
Snow, C., & Wong Fillmore, L. (2002). What teachers need to
know about language. In C.T. Adger, C. Snow, & D. Christian
(Eds.), What teachers need to know about language (pp. 7-53).
McHenry, IL: Delta Systems Co., Inc. and Center for
Applied Linguistics.
The Winter 2014 through Winter 2015 issues of
Soleado follow the overview article cited above and
include a series of articles that provide more in-depth
discussion of each of the components. These issues are
available for download at www.soleado.dlenm.org.
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for Dual Language Education (Howard, Sugarman,
Christian, Lindholm-Leary, & Rogers, 2007). Therefore,
the role of instructional leadership is critical in
connecting classroom instruction to the larger school
and system contexts, and it will be a significant area
of emphasis within the framework and associated
modules. Michael Fullan (2001) clearly describes five
core capacities to be central to leadership—moral
purpose, understanding the change process, building
relationships, knowledge building, and coherence
building. The partnering of the eight components under
a systematic framework for professional development
will provide greater support for teaching, learning, and
leadership development.
A few characteristics of the professional development
modules include a collaborative accountability process
that is reliant on peer observation (VISITAS©: Viewing
Interactive Sheltered Instruction, Teachers, and Students).
The modules will recognize the adult learner, giving time
for practice, non-evaluative feedback, and reflection.
We will seek a balance between theory and practice.
Particular modules will include second language
acquisition theory, sheltered instructional strategies,
and concepts around academic language and thinking.
It’s more than good teaching! Modules will focus on
producing “leaders of leaders” by cultivating leadership
in others. Lastly, across the modules, there will be an
emphasis on meeting the individual aspects of Office
for Civil Rights (OCR) obligations to English language
learners and limited English proficient parents.

To learn more about the ongoing development of
the Eight Components Framework, please contact
the author. Support us in our goal to cultivate and
sustain a learning organization centered around the
professional development framework for the eight
components of sheltered instruction.
References
Fullan, M. (2001). Leading in a culture of change. San
Francisco, CA: Jossey Bass.
Howard, E. R., Sugarman, J., Christian, D., Lindholm
Leary, K. J., & Rogers, D. (2007). Guiding principles for
dual language education (2nd edition). Washington, DC:
Center for Applied Linguistics.
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—continued from page 7—

DLeNM is pleased to welcome Director of Operations
Victoria Tafoya! Victoria comes to DLeNM from
Rio Rancho Public Schools, where she served as
executive director of the Federal, Bilingual, and Native
American Programs department. She brings a strong
background in dual language education with her
experience as a teacher and as a school and district
administrator. Victoria is currently NMABE president,
NMCEL board member, Coalition for the Majority
member, and former SBAC co-chair. For more
information about the Eight Components Framework,
she can be reached at victoria@dlenm.org.

As DLeNM grapples with the idea of managing
complex change in a school system, we remain
dedicated to the guiding concepts below.
v A professional development model should be
sustainable, comprehensive, and systemic.

v The eight components of sheltered instruction are rich
with practical strategies that focus on delivery of content
through the lens of culture and language and are most
powerful when part of a strategic plan.
v A model aligned to the Danielson Framework (NM
Teach Framework) supporting all four language
domains is essential.
v A professional development model that will support
teachers’ understanding and use of the Common
Core State Standards and the ELD Standards aligned
to WIDA is essential to create conditions for optimal
student learning.

DLeNM
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v Sheltered instruction strategies should cross all grade
levels and all content areas.
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—continuación de la página 5—
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el mal hábito de leer sus presentaciones,
por lo que los carteles deben ser 98% de
ilustraciones y el resto solo es el título de
su presentación y subtítulos explicando sus
ilustraciones. Estas presentaciones en equipos
deben ser planeadas en base a las habilidades
y destrezas intelectuales de los estudiantes
para que se puedan ayudar a entender mejor
la lección. Algunas de estas presentaciones
son actuadas representando la lección.
La presentaciones me gustan ya que los
estudiantes desarrollan diferentes destrezas,
liderazgo y mejoran su comunicación.

Figura 3: Ejemplo de apuntes interactivos

Para la última parte de la clase, se utiliza la hoja del
lado izquierdo del cuaderno en donde los estudiantes
representan lo más importante del lado derecho
de sus apuntes. La representación es con dibujos,
cuadros sinópticos, mapas conceptuales o diagramas,
dependiendo de la lección. A esta sección se le conoce
como los apuntes interactivos. (Ver un ejemplo de
apuntes interactivos en la Figura 3.)
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Es importante que los estudiantes desarrollen hábitos
de estudio. La tarea diaria es aproximadamente de
veinte minutos diarios en donde los estudiantes
llegan a casa, leen una vez más sus apuntes, hacen sus
preguntas, responden a las preguntas principales en
el resumen y, si no terminaron su hoja interactiva que
es la del lado izquierdo, la terminan en casa. También
tienen que hacer su vocabulario.
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En mis clases los estudiante siempre tienen que leer
y tomar apuntes Cornell. La forma como representan
su entendimiento de la lección es lo que varia en mis
clases. Para esta parte uso presentaciones en equipos
por unidades o por lección en donde los estudiantes
presentan cada uno de los temas de la unidad o lo más
importante de la lección. Para ello, en los primeros
seis meses los estudiantes tienen que hacer carteles
durante la clase y presentar lo más importante de
cada lección. Uno de los principales objetivos en las
presentaciones es ayudar a los estudiantes a romper

DLeNM

Para las presentaciones, una estrategia
fue la de “One pager”. Esta consiste en un
collage representativo de los puntos más
importantes de una unidad. La unidad en
donde los estudiantes usaron esta estrategia
fue la del ADN y genética. Los estudiantes
crearon collages con las características de la
molécula del ADN, replicación, producción
de proteínas, mutaciones y las manifestaciones
genéticas en los diferentes organismos.
Nosotros como instructores pasamos de instructor
a entrenador. Esto nos mantiene en constante
movimiento dentro del salón de clase supervisando
las actividades de los equipos, los cuales
recomiendo cambiar constantemente para que no se
acostumbren a trabajar con las mismas personas.
Los apuntes Cornell los reviso cada semana. Los
viernes reviso todos los cuadernos y deben tener los
apuntes completos y sus tareas. Esta evaluación es el
20% de su calificación total. Cuando los estudiantes
no hacen su tarea, inmediatamente me comunico
con los padres para informarles. Los apuntes son
la mejor herramienta para los estudiantes y para
nosotros como instructores ya que podemos
mostrarles a los padres el trabajo de los jóvenes y, al
mismo tiempo, entrenamos a los padres para revisar
que sus hijos estén haciendo su trabajo en casa.
Usando estas dos estrategias, los apuntes Cornell
y marcando el texto, los estudiantes del noveno
grado en biología han experimentado mucho éxito
leyendo textos científicos y aumentando su nivel de
comprensión. ¡Ya están mejor preparados para el
décimo grado!

I made a new Pictorial Input Chart with a picture of
a character in the middle and included each item on
the bulleted list above as a category. My students were
asked, “How do authors describe characters in stories?”
The answer was three-fold: “What the author directly
states in the text, the character’s speech and actions, and
what other characters in the story say or think about
that character.” Students were presented with the exact
information they needed to know, straight from the
standards, without having to guess. Even though this isn’t
exactly to script as a Project GLAD® strategy, the research
behind the inputs is what makes the strategy so powerful.
It is that exposure to authentic input through multiple
means and the opportunities to attend to meaning as
they expand their language system that provide academic
language learners with the support they need (August &
Shanahan, 2010; Silverman & Hines, 2009). The charts
helped my students visualize and take in exactly what
they needed to know about characters.
In conclusion, Project GLAD® strategies helped me
clarify for myself and for my students precisely what
they needed to know based on the English language
arts standards outlined by the state of Virginia. These
strategies provided tools for me as a teacher to plan
and deliver intentional, focused instruction that
supported successful outcomes for my students. It

was a sort of road map with checkpoints along the
way. I saw a rise in students’ state assessment scores,
and while that may not be directly linked to Project
GLAD® instruction, I also observed greater student
engagement, success in formative observations, and
the transfer of skills from one task to another. Though
I was hesitant, maybe even a bit scared, to take the
first step in trying out completely new strategies, the
payoff was worth my own insecurities as a teacher.
My students and I benefited from the experience, and
after all, isn’t that what education should be about?

Promising practices...

—continued from page 9—

The Orange County Department of Education (OCDE)
holds full license to Project GLAD® and Project GLAD™.
For more information about OCDE Project GLAD®,
please visit http://www.ocde.us/projectglad.
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; Colorado Association for

; Texas Association for Bilingual

September 14-15, 2016, in Westminster,
CO. For more information and to
register, please visit http://www.cocabe.
org/conference-2016.

October 19-22, 2016, in Galveston, TX.
Please visit TABE’s website, www.tabe.org/
tabe2016.cfm, for more information.

Bilingual Education (COCABE)
2016 Conference—Multilingual
Voices por un mundo mejor!:

; Association of Latino

Administrators and
Superintendents (ALAS)—
13th Annual ALAS Education
Summit: Leading and Learning
in a Digital Era: October 12-15,
2016, in Philadelphia, PA. Visit www.
alasedu.org for more information.

; WIDA 2016 National

Conference—Drawing on
Life’s Experiences: Designing
Bright Futures: October 12-15,
2016, in Philadelphia, PA. For more
information and to register, visit
WIDA’s website at widaconference.us.

Education (TABE) Annual
conference 2016—Bilingual
Education ¡Una ola de éxitos!:

; Center for Advanced Research
in Language Acquisition
(CARLA)—Sixth International
Conference on Immersion and
Dual Language Education:

October 20-22, 2016, in Minneapolis, MN.
For more information, visit www.carla.
umn.edu/conferences/index.html.

; Center for the Education and
Study of Diverse Populations—
CESDP’s 25th Annual Back
to School Family Institute:

November 10-11, 2016, at Buffalo
Thunder Resort, Santa Fe, NM. For more
information, please visit the CESDP
website at www.cesdp.com.

; Dual Language Education of New Mexico—21

Annual La Cosecha
Dual Language Conference: November 9-12, 2016, in Santa Fe, NM.
st

Check out the La Cosecha 2016 website for the latest information on school visits,
featured speakers, pre-conference institutes, and more. Visit http://lacosecha.dlenm.org
and make your conference plans now!
Soleado is printed by Starline Printing in Albuquerque. Thanks to Danny Trujillo
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